
of dealing with security dilemmas other than the traditional, realist self-help approaches.
While one may suggest that learning has certainly occurred in the first instance, that ln the
second, namely, the recognition of security interdependence and the relevant policy
changes, lias yet to take place.

Chinese approaches to CBMs and transparency demonstrate the extent to which Beijing has
embraced the concept of cooperative security. There is no denying that Chinese attitudes to
confidence building have shifted from suspicion to guarded endorsement over the past
decade. However, as refiecting a holistic approach to security and anns control issues,
China lias maintained that milita-y CBMs only foi-m one (aibeit an important one) aspect
of overaîl inter-state relationships. In other words, attempts at military CBMs probably
would not go very far if not accompanied by an overail improvement in trust and
confidence in political, economic, and social spheres. The usefulness of milita-y CBMs is
measured against the political commitmnent to improve security relationship and
consolidate that process. Indeed, acordmng to Chinese analysts, "CBMs themselves do not
necessari ly involve .the reduction of milita-y forces of countries involved, but tliey have the
practical effeet of reducing suspicions, relaxing tension, maintaining regional stability, and
making it easier to reacli agreement on issues of contention.""9

The Chinese therefore would always empliasize that CBMs should be broader in scope and
not confined to the milita-y spher"'nly. Indeed, a more useful way of conducting
confidence building is to begin with non-miùlitary issues. Once confidence and trust have
been established in political, diplomatic, and economic spheres, the process of confidence
building then can be introduced to deal with milita-y issues.' 0 Another characteristie of
Chinese approaches is the advocacy for a step-by-step rather than an over-ambitious, all
encompassing package-deal method. Trust must be built stai-ting with the relatively easier
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